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Boeing Mars Rover – Team 1- Global Project   

Overview 
The two teams must work together design a mars rover capable of identifying, 
locating, collecting, and storing wooden blocks. The capabilities of the rover’s 
design were tested in a trial course consisting of varying types of terrains, 
elevations, and obstacles. The success of the design is determined by properly 
integrating the structural components with the electrical components in order to 
complete the mission within the time limit.  
 
Objectives 
Our team’s goal was to generate a successful design that fulfilled the Boeing’s customer needs, but 
that was also focused on innovation. Additionally, the team built a rover that maximized stability, limited 
the “empty space”, was autonomous, maximized carrying capacity, and optimized operating speed.  
 
Approach 
• Assessed the customer needs outlined in the project summary document provided by Boeing 
• Assessed the previous project design failures  
• Scheduled weekly meetings with the sponsor and Belgium campus 
• Developed design subsections (chassis, wheels, suspension, powertrain, collection system)   
• Conducted research and patent searches on current mars rovers  
• Conducted research on 1 DOF collection systems  
• Brainstormed ideas for each subsystems design  
• Analysed brainstormed ideas using AHP scoring matrix and concept scoring matrices 
• Developed SolidWorks models for winning design concepts  
• Conducted necessary hand calculations and FEA analysis to verify rover design 
• Purchased required materials for design construction  
• Machined and constructed parts for rover subsystems  
• Tested part integration of rover components 
• Completed full assembly of structural and electrical components  
• Tested functionally of motors, servos, batteries, and developed codes 
• Practiced driving of the rover for mission testing 
 
Outcomes 
The two teams integrated the electrical and 
structural components in such a way that the 
rover design successfully completed the mission 
obstacle course. The end design was capable of:  

• Omnidirectional movement  
• Inclined plane movement  
• Identifying and locating 10 green wooden 

blocks using FPV cameras  
• Picking up an 8-cubic inch bloc  
• 120 degree rotating collection arm  
• Storing more than the 10 objects required  


